SYSTEMS FOR CALLING HELP
Safeguarding the safety and protection of people

We offer technology for monitoring people, which increases their safety and detects emergency states. In life-threatening situations or other restrictive situations, monitored person can contact a control room and call for help. We supply hardware and software that enables the monitoring of people in various institutions.

AREAS OF USAGE

Hospital

School

Shopping centre

Employment department
LOCAL EMERGENCY UNITS

They are designed for any type of institute where there is a possibility that employees could be assaulted (hospitals, schools, shopping centres, petrol stations, government offices, casinos, etc.) or for care institutions (old peoples’ homes, care homes, etc.). The main element is the REGGAE communicator with integrated reception from wire-less emergency buttons and emergency buttons of various types. Emergency messages are sent to the mobile phone application or computer of a designated person.

NECESSARY HARDWARE:
Wire-less emergency buttons

Features:
- Versions for personal use or for fixed installation
- Button with safety cover and indication of pressing
- Long battery life and durable buttons

REGGAE GTW communicator

Features:
- GSM (GPRS/SMS) communicator
- Contains a receiver of wire-less buttons
- Inputs: 8× voltage isolated loops
- Outputs: 2× relay switching contacts
- The reception range from a wire-less button is 200 m (in open spaces)

RECEIPT AND HANDLING OF ALARMS:
Mobile phone application

Features:
- Summarized overview of emergency states
- Quick and easy handling of alarms
- Possibility to insert comments
- Information of undertaking of alarm solution
- Application has signalization of emergency state even when the mobile telephone is in energy saving mode.

Web application

Features:
- Simple administration of mobile telephones
- Possibility to make detailed settings of rules for sending alarms
- Creation of control reports
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